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To the Teacher
 
Thank you for downloading the free supplementary 
tests for Easy English NEWS. I hope these will save 
you many hours of work each month and will help 
expand your students’ reading skills, vocabulary, and 
retention of important information.

Each month’s Cloze Exercises and Short-Answer Tests 
will be posted at the website by the first of the month, 
if not earlier. Many of the tests are useful with or 
without Easy English NEWS. 

There are dozens of ways to use the tests. Experiment 
to see the methods that work best for your classes. 
Some techniques will be better for students with less 
command of English, and others appropriate for those 
with greater fluency. You can alternate the ways you 
use them to provide more variety in lessons.

CLOZE EXERCISES

The purpose of the cloze exercises is to present a small 
amount of important material in another format to 
enhance comprehension and retention, and reinforce 
vocabulary.

• The cloze exercises may be used before or after 
reading the article. The exercises are taken directly 
from articles in the paper so students can check their 
own or others’ work by referring back to the articles.  

• If you assign a cloze exercise before reading the 
article, it serves as an introduction to reading the full 
article. Use this with students with better reading 
ability. 

•  To increase the challenge, cut off the word bank at 
the bottom of the page before duplicating the cloze 
exercises. Students can work individually, or in pairs 
or small groups. They can use their newspapers or not. 

• As a spelling test (and listening exercise): Dictate the 
sentences including the missing word for the students 
to write in.

• As copy practice: Students can copy the entire 
selection, filling in the missing words.

WHICH WORD DOES NOT BELONG? 

Vocabulary, logic, and discussion practice. Students 
read the four words in each row, and decide how three 
of the words go together and one does not. There is 
not necessarily one firm answer to this activity. 

• Have students circle their choices, and then discuss 
them. Students should be able to give their reasons for 
choosing a word that doesn’t belong. Any good reason 
makes their answer correct. 

• Students can work in small groups to discuss the 
reasons for their answers. They can write out their 
reasons for the decision. 

• Teach the patterns: 
A, B, and D are all ______s.  
C is not a _____.  
Or:  B, C, and D are all kinds of ______. A is not. 
Or: You can find A, B, and C in a ________.  And so 
forth. 

SHORT-ANSWER TESTS

These tests focus on fact-gathering. 

• You may give these tests as pre-tests to learn what 
students already know about the topic and again as 
post-tests to see what they have learned.

• After reading the article, students can read the 
questions aloud in class and give the answers orally. 

• You can let the students do the tests as “open book 
(newspaper) tests.”
 
• Students can work in pairs or groups to come up with 
the answers after having read the article. 

• Students can use the Answer Page to correct their 
own or others’ answers.

• You can give the same test a week or more later to 
evaluate the retention of the information. 



Name___________________________________________________ Date ___________________

Will a Robot Take Your Job?

A robot is a machine that is directed by a __________________________ program . Robots can do 

__________________________  work without getting bored or making mistakes. Robots have been 

doing factory work, assembling  cars and other products for __________________________ . Robots 

will do even more in the __________________________. Robots may be doing 45% of today’s 

__________________________ in the United States by 2035!

Robots can do __________________________ work and save people’s lives. Robots can go into 

places too dangerous for __________________________. Robots can explore the bottom of the ocean 

or the inside of a __________________________. They can dismantle  bombs. The U.S. has a robot on 

the __________________________ Mars. It is exploring  and sending back information. 

Robots can do some things __________________________ and better than people can. Robots are 

getting smarter and smarter. But so far, robots are not good at understanding emotions , inventing jokes, 

or making wise  decisions. 

      
WORD BANK

  future  faster   decades  repetitious  jobs

dangerous  volcano  planet  computer  humans
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Name___________________________________________________ Date ___________________

Summer Safety

Summer is a __________________________ for fun for many people. For 

__________________________, it means hot work outdoors. __________________________  in the 

U.S. can be 90 or even 100 degrees Fahrenheit  for many days at a time. People need ways to keep 

__________________________. 

Beaches, lakes, and swimming __________________________ are crowded  on hot days 

of summer. Picnics in the park and camping  are __________________________. Air 

__________________________ help people  indoors. 

Here are a few summer safety __________________________ :

Don’t overheat 

Your body __________________________  more when it is hot. The sweat evaporates . This cools 

your body. You need to drink more __________________________  such as water, sports drinks, light 

tea, or diluted  fruit juice. (You’ll need a gallon  or more a day in hot weather.) Don’t wait until you are 

thirsty.  You may already be dehydrated  then.

     WORD BANK
pools		 fluids		 	 popular	 	 tips	 	 conditioners

time  temperatures others  sweats cool
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Name_______________________________________  Date ________________

The Pledge of Allegiance

__________________ pledge  allegiance  

to the ______________________ of the United __________________________ of America 

and __________________________ the __________________________

for __________________________ it stands, 

one __________________________ under God, 

__________________________ , 

with __________________________  and justice  for __________________________. 

     WORD BANK
all   I  States  indivisible  liberty

flag	 	 	 to	 	 nation	 	 which		 	 republic
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Name_________________________________________________  Date _____________________

Independence Day

On the __________________________ of July, the United States will have many 

__________________________ parties. The __________________________ will be 239 years old. 

Americans __________________________ the nation’s Independence Day in many ways, with 

picnics, parades, speeches, music, and __________________________ .

In the evening on the Fourth, people go to town parks to see fireworks 

__________________________ . Others __________________________ fireworks on TV. It is a very 

__________________________ evening. 

The birth of the United States

England (Britain) had many __________________________ in America. People in the colonies began 

fighting for their __________________________ in 1775. In 1776, leaders of thirteen colonies  met in 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. They decided to fight for complete independence from England. 

     WORD BANK
fireworks	 	 colonies	 	 Fourth	 	 country	 	 displays

independence noisy   watch  celebrate  birthday
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Name_________________________________________________  Date _____________________

 
Mount Rainier National Park

Many people say that Mount Rainier is America’s most __________________________ mountain. 

It is one of the __________________________ mountains in the United States. It’s 14,400 feet high. 

More than 2,000,000 __________________________ come to Mount Rainier National Park  in 

Washington State __________________________ year.

Visitors enjoy the great __________________________ . They can camp  here, picnic, fish, hike on 

park trails, and ride horses. There are many wild __________________________ such as bears, deer, 

cougars, coyotes, squirrels, elk,  mountain goats, porcupines, beaver, raccoons, skunks, chipmunks, 

mice, and many kinds of birds, snakes, and lizards .

The park is different in every __________________________. In May, the snow and ice begin to 

__________________________ . This brings fresh water to __________________________  and 

rivers. Colorful __________________________ grow in the grassy meadows .  

     WORD BANK
season	 	 melt	 	 	 wildflowers		 each	 	 highest

visitors  beautiful  animals  scenery streams
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Name_________________________________________________  Date _____________________

Johnny Appleseed

John Chapman becomes Johnny Appleseed

Chapman got large bags of apple __________________________ from cider mills . He moved 

west, a few years ahead of the __________________________. He planted the apple seeds along 

the __________________________ all over Ohio, Illinois, and Indiana. When the pioneers 

came, Chapman __________________________ them his little apple trees for five or six 

__________________________ each. He gave away a lot of apple trees, too. People began to call him 

Johnny Appleseed.

John Chapman traveled between the places where his apple tree __________________________  

were. He never had a __________________________  home. He liked to 

__________________________ outdoors. 

Sometimes he stayed in people’s homes. He paid for his stay with apple tree 

__________________________  and seeds for medicinal  plants. The pioneers loved to hear his stories 

and his preaching. They were happy to have him as a __________________________ in their homes. 

     WORD BANK
rivers   pioneers  guest  nurseries  permanent

seeds  sold   sleep  seedlings  cents
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Name_________________________________________________  Date _____________________

Water Safety

The most __________________________ water safety rule is this: Learn to 

__________________________! You can get __________________________ at your local pool. 

Always swim with a buddy; never swim __________________________. Swim only in places where 

there is a __________________________. Follow his or her directions. Obey all the warning signs. 

Choose swimming areas with clean bathhouses, clean restrooms, and a clean 

__________________________. Be sure the water and conditions are safe for swimming. 

Some swimming areas may get polluted during the summer. Bacteria   and chemicals in 

polluted water can make a person very __________________________. Don’t swim in 

__________________________ water. Don’t swim with your head under water. Don’t swallow  the 

water. 

Never drink __________________________  before you go swimming. 

Don’t swim when there is __________________________ and thunder.  

     WORD BANK
lessons	 sick	 	 	 polluted	 	 lightning	 	 important

swim  lifeguard  alcohol  beach  alone
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Name_______________________________________  Date ________________

June 2015: Which Word Does Not Belong?

Three words in each row go together. One word does not belong with them. Draw a circle 
around the word that does not belong. Be able to explain your reasons.

 A    B   C   D

1.  robot   merchandise   android  RODA

2. disinfect   dismantle   design  detonate

3. Mars   hospital   department store meadow

4. heat stroke  chlorine   sunburn  food poisoning

5. helmet   firecrackers   protective gear life jacket  

6. shark   wide-brimmed hat  sun glasses   sunscreen  

7. itch   rash    sweat   poison ivy  

8. bride   groom   maid of honor graduate

9. anthem   mosque   Qur’an  Ramadan  

10. preacher   minister   priest   vegetarian

11. Mt. Rainier  Mt. Fuji   Washington   volcano  

12. yellow   white    blue   red
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Name _______________________________________  Date ________________

I. Will a Robot take Your Job?  

1. By what year might robots be doing 45% of today’s jobs in the U.S.? ____________

2. What kind of robot is Chihara Aiko, the greeter in a Tokyo department store?  

    __________________

3. Where does the robot seal “Ole” work? _________________________________

4. What kind of robot helps make shipping and packing faster and easier for Amazon?  

    _________________

5. What is the name of the robot that is on Mars? __________________________________

6. How long has that robot been on Mars? ___________________________

7. Does the telemedicine robot RODA help the bomb squad detonate bombs?   YES   NO

8. The “da Vinci Xi” robot helps doctors to operate on ebola patients   YES   NO
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Name _______________________________________  Date ________________

II. Summer Safety

1. What helps people keep cool indoors when it is very hot outside? _____________________

2. Which color clothing is best to wear when it is hot?  LIGHT DARK

3. It’s OK to leave a sleeping person in a car parked in the sun.  YES   NO

4. The most important water safety rule is ____________________________________.

5. Should you drink alcohol before going swimming?  YES   NO

6. When are the times that sharks usually eat? ______________________________________

7. What should people wear if they go out in a boat? ________________________________

8. What should you wear if you are riding a bicycle? _____________________________

9. What plant with three leaves can give a person an itchy rash? _______________________

10. What disease do some deer ticks give to people ? ______________________________

11. Where should you go when it thunders? ___________________________

12. What illness can a person get by eating meat or cream cakes that have been outside in the  

      heat for two hours? ____________________________.
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Name _______________________________________  Date ________________

III. Events in June

1. How many days are in June? _______________________________

2. What holidays or events are on these dates?

 a) June 14 ________________________  b) June 21 ____________________________   

 and ___________________________      c) June 18 ____________________________

 d) July 4 _________________________________.

3. How many stars are in the U.S. flag? ______________________________

4. How many stripes are there? _______________________________

5. What color are the stripes? _____________________and ______________________

6. What do people “pledge allegiance to?” ____________________________

7. What is the name of the national anthem of the U.S.? ______________________________

8. What is another name for the “longest day of the year?” ____________________________

9. What is a favorite month for weddings? ____________________________

10. For what group of people is Ramadan a holy month? ________________________
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Name _______________________________________  Date ________________
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11. Who received the words of the holy Qur’an? _____________________________

12. What is the last day of Ramadan called? ___________________________

13. What date does that holiday happen this year? ______________________________

14. To what event would people wear special gowns, and caps with tassels? ______________

15. How old will the United States be on its birthday July 4? _______________________

16. How many colonies fought for independence from England? ____________________

17. How many men were on the committee to write the Declaration of Independence? ______

18. Who was the best writer on that committee? __________________________________

19. What year did American leaders sign the Declaration of Independence? ______________

20. What year did the thirteen colonies finally become independent? ________________

III. Events in June (continued)



IV. America the Beautiful: Mount Rainier

1. In what state is Mount Rainier? __________________________

2. How tall is the mountain? _______________________________

3. How many visitors come to Mt. Rainier National Park each year? ___________________

4. What covers a great deal of the mountain? _______________________________

5. Mt. Rainier is a volcano. When was the last time it erupted? _______________________

6. How many people live near Mt. Rainier? ________________________________

7. What large city is near Mount Rainier? ___________________________

8. What is Mount Rainier’s “sister mountain” ___________________________

9. In what country is that? _______________________

10. What big wild cat lives in Mount Rainier National Park? ________________________

Name _______________________________________  Date ________________
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Name _______________________________________  Date ________________
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V. John Chapman, “Johnny Appleseed”

1. Where was John Chapman born? _______________________________________

2. In what war did John’s father fight? ___________________________________

3. What did John Chapman carry with him wherever he went? _______________________

4. What mountains did the pioneers go over after the peace treaty with Britain? ____________ 

 ___________________.

5. Who gave the pioneers free land in western Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois, and Indiana? ____  

 _______________________________

6. What kind of drinks did people make from apples? ______________  and _____________

7. Where did John Chapman get large bags of apple seeds? __________________________

8. What was the usual price for Chapman’s little apple seedlings? _____________________

9. Whose lands had the pioneers moved into? _________________________________

10. Who was the teacher from whom John Chapman got his simple philosophy? ____________

__________________________________ 

11. How many square miles of apple orchards were there in the Midwest by 1845?     

 _________________________



 I. Will a Robot Take Your Job? 

1. 2035
2. android
3. nursing home
4. Kiva
5. Curiosity
6. three years
7. NO
8. NO

II. Summer Safety

1. air conditioning
2. light
3. NO
4. learn to swim
5. NO
6. morning and evening
7. life jacket
8. helmet
9. poison ivy
10. Lyme disease
11. indoors
12. food poisoning

III. Events in June

1. thirty
2. a) Flag Day  b) Father’s Day and first day of    
    summer/summer solstice   c) Ramadan begins
   d) Independence Day
3. fifty
4. thirteen
5. red and white
6. the United States flag
7. Star Spangled Banner
8. summer solstice
9. June
10. Muslims

11. the Prophet Mohammed
12. Eid al fitr
13. July 18
14. graduation
15. 239 years
16. thirteen
17. five
18. Thomas Jefferson
19. 1776
20. 1783

IV. America the Beautiful: Mount Rainier

1. Washington
2. 14,400 feet
3. 2 million
4. glaciers and snow
5. 150 years ago
6. 2.5 million?
7. Seattle
8. Mount Fuji
9. Japan
10. cougar

V. John Chapman, “Johnny Appleseed.” 

1. Leominster, Massachusetts
2. Revolutionary
3. his Bible
4. Appalachian
5. the government
6. cider and apple jack
7. cider mills
8. five or six cents
9. Indians
10. Swedenborg

June 2015  
Answers to Easy English NEWS  

Short-Answer Tests
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